
Restaurant Review:  Café Nola 

 The scene here is half swank, downtown dining and half neuvo-hipster coffee shop wrapped into 

one package.  Café Nola at 4 East Patrick St. in Frederick is a step into the culture of the downtown area.  

The décor is modern, with comfortably low lighting and local art decorating the walls.   

I wandered in off the street on a Friday night and was immediately met by a smiling woman who 

politely told me about the wait time for a table.  After 10 minutes – less time than she had originally 

predicted – I have my corner table but the tall front windows, overlooking the busy two-lane street.    

Service is more than polite, especially considering how I unintentionally put my waitress through 

the ringer with all of my questions.  Still, she smiles and if she doesn’t know the answer for me, she goes 

to find out.   

As a college student, my budget is limited, but the menu gives me options.  Prices range from  

$6 - $22 and food choices include average fare as well as vegetarian, vegan, and gluten free foods.  As 

I’m perusing the menu, I’m surprised to learn that Nola also serves breakfast and brunch, something 

that strikes me as uncommon for most downtown restaurants.   

I’ve missed happy hour for the night, but the restaurant is still equipped with a full bar in case I 

decide to upgrade my water.  And if I feel like being up all night, they serve flavored coffees that come in 

mugs the size of small barges.   

Unable to resist, I order the goat cheese fritters as an appetizer, and I don’t regret it.  Despite 

being a small portion, the fritters melt in your mouth and I savor every last one.  My entrée comes 

shortly after – a black bean burger wrap and sweet potato fries.  The flavor is intense, peppery with a 

hint of spice, and the texture is perfect.  They only give you a handful of fairly thick-cut fries, but they’re 

cooked to perfection, slightly crispy and sweet with a soft inside.   

All that’s left is desert: bourbon bread pudding and a boat of coffee.  The two complement each 

other well, but there’s more bread than flavor, muting what could have been an intensely delicious 

desert.   

Overall, it’s the atmosphere and the choices that sell Café Nola.  The mood is laid back, the 

service friendly, and the food generally varied and tasty, but the servings are somewhat small.  The 

prices are average and affordable, but not the biggest bang for your buck.  I give Café Nola a four out of 

five – if you want culture and coffee, this is the place! 


